
BUSINESS PRESENTATION CONCLUSION EXAMPLES

These phrases say nothing and stop your presentation rather than finish it. A good conclusion brings closure to a
presentation and also seeks a lasting impact.
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Call to action: With this closing technique, you finish by requesting that the audience take some kind of
action. Thank you so much for your interest and attention. Finance your idea? By clearly defining you are
starting your conclusion, it will help you focus and go through the correct steps in your conclusion. You
searched for information online. At the same time, don't leave out references to a major point you may have
made much of in your presentation. The reason to act should be framed in terms of what matters to them.
Story: A story often makes for a nice close to a presentation. Obvious as it may seem, be absolutely certain
that your conclusion extends logically from everything preceding it. Include the list of books or websites. Use
the last few minutes of the presentation to reinforce the call to action you seek. It should summarize your key
points. You practiced and practiced and practiced. But remember! Be passionate. Using a powerful quote can
help you do that. A good conclusion brings closure to a presentation and also seeks a lasting impact. Explain
how your presentation will make their life easier and better. Attend our popular presentation skills seminar and
start getting the results you want. Here are six techniques that can help you bring positive closure to a
presentation: Recap: A recap is a summary of the main points covered in your talk. Presentations need clear
structure so that the audience can focus on key points and follow along. This will leave your audience with a
favorable impression of your speech. Examples of strong calls to actions include: "Join the Fight" "Improve
the Process" "Donate Today" Assume that your presentation has delivered the information needed by the
audience members to move them in a direction and make your call to action definitive and instructional. You
want it brief, generally covering no more than three or four points. Be original. So preparing a strong ending to
your presentation is every bit as important as preparing a strong opening. For more on how to conclude your
presentations read our article on Grand Finales. You spent hours preparing. To really inspire your audience,
make the finale of your presentation all about them. Your entire presentation, in fact, can hinge on the final
impression you make.


